Literacy
Rainbow grammar- structuring sentences,
determiners, conjunctions, prepositions,
verb and noun phrases, fronted
adverbials, relative clauses.
Persuasive writing (Downing Street)
Narrative writing – characterisation /
descriptions of settings
The London Eye Mystery- Siobhan Dowd
Non-fiction- information texts
Performance poetry

Science

Year 5/6
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British values
Explain gravity and the impact on our lives
Identify and explain air / water resistance /
friction
Explain how levers, pulleys and gears allow a
smaller force to have a greater effect)

Rights and responsibilities
School council elections
Government
Values and punishments

Numeracy
Place value
Read, write and compare numbers to 1 000 000
Number Patterns
Rounding numbers
Addition and Subtraction
Formals methods for numbers within 1 000 000
Age expected number skills – 4 operations /
problem solving

R.E
What can we learn from a
Muslim way of life?
Pilgrimage to the Hajj

ICT
Creating/discussing AUP’s
E-safety
Researching the Internet
Checking validity of information on the
Internet
Hyperlink using text, images, buttons

Cities of Stone
Why have the Mayan cities disappeared but the
city of London thrived?

Music
Stars hide your fires
Creative / improvisation – A journey down the
Thames
Benjamin Britten

P.S.H.E / R.S.E
BEING ME
Exploring different kinds of
responsibilities at school and in the
community
Identifying what being part of a community
means.
Identifying similarities and differences.

Art and Design

Geography
Explain the course of the River Thames.
Why are people attracted to live by rivers (Thames)
Name and locate many of the world’s most famous
rivers in an atlas
Why is London situated close to a river (Thames)
Explain how London fits into its wider geographical
location with reference to human and economical
features
Use maps, aerial photographs, plans and e-resources
to describe what London might be like
Explain how a location fits into its wider geographical
location with reference to human and economic
features (London)

History
Changes / things which have stayed the
same in historical periods
Explain how parliament effects decision
making in England
Explain how London has changed over time
Summarise the main events from a period
off history explaining the order of events
and what happened (History of London).
Summarise how Britain has had a major
influence on the world with London as its
capital city.
Summarise main events from a period of
history Similarities, differences, changes
between periods of history (London /
Mayans)

Describe a key event in Britain’s
past using a range of evidence from

Drawing portraits / drwing and
painting people
Banksy
Artist impressions of London
http://www.wanderarti.com/lovelyartistic-representations-of-londonsfamous-skyline/

P. E
Indoor – Athletics
Outdoors – Football / basketball

French
Dictionary skills – how to use a
bilingual dictionary
Christmas in France

